
Carbon crystal material Cartier Tortue Watches Replica

New Listing Cartier Tourbillon celestial operated carbon crystal watch Cartier (Cartier) in 2009

presented the world's first without adjustment and without a lubricant CARTIER ID One concept

watch, causing many amazing. In 2012, the brand will debut two years ago, the famous celestial

movement  --AstroTOURBILLON  running  tourbillon  movement,  use  to  top  ID  One  concept

watch,  launched  ROTONDE  DE  CARTIER  Astrotourbillon  Celestial  Tourbillon  functioning

carbon crystal watch. Thanks to its no need to adjust, no lubricants tourbillon escapement  Fake

Cartier Captive Watches, new watch marks the first step ID One technology mass production. first

without adjustment and without lubricants Cartier ID One concept watch watch equipped Cartier

(Cartier) 9460 MC type manual winding mechanical movement watch equipped Cartier (Cartier)

9460 MC type  manual  winding  mechanical  movement,  the  movement  with  tourbillon  bridge,

pallet fork and escapement wheel, these devices are all made of carbon crystal material  Cartier

Tortue Watches Replica. Since by means of deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process, to achieve a

carbon  crystal  member  Mu  (i.e.,  1  m)  of  the  ultra-high  precision,  and  an  extremely  smooth

surface,  bridging  the  tourbillon  escapement  fork  and  escapement  wheel  perfect  fit  when

assembled, do not need any oil. Moreover, in an unprecedented applications, Cartier (Cartier) also

uses a super-hard tungsten carbide ceramics produced a pivot, and covered with a smooth diamond

coating. Carbon crystal rotates in the pivot bracket can therefore minimize friction, and without

oil.  Movement, vibration frequency of 21,600 times per hour (3 Hz), with 50 hours of power

reserve. new watch marks the first step ID One technology mass production. Limited 50. 47 mm

Rotonde de Cartier watch case is made from niobium-titanium alloy, this alloy lesser quality, with

strong anti-magnetic and corrosion resistant, scratch resistant and seismic properties. Bead-shaped

crown set with a cabochon sapphire, carbon black dial  Fake Cartier Watches, tourbillon rotation

axis placed central dial, hours, minutes hours, Roman numerals. Alligator strap, 18K white gold

folding clasp. Waterproof 30 meters. Limited 50
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